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Annotatsiya 

Ushbu maqolada ingliz tilshunosligada tibbiy leksikaga oid tadqiq qilingan ilmiy 

tadqiqot ishlar nazariy tahlil qilingan. Shu bilan birga, shifo konseptining izohli 

lug‘atlarda berilgan ta’riflari o‘rganilgan.   
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Annotation 

This article presents a theoretical analysis of scientific researches related to medical 

lexicon in English linguistics. At the same time, definitions of the healing concept 

given in explanatory dictionaries were studied. 
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We know that language units and the linguistic symbols attached to them do not 

express a frozen or static nature, and are constantly undergoing a process of renewal 

and change under the influence of time and space. Consequently, lexicology, as a 

field of systematic and systematic study of the vocabulary of the language, shows 

the total units belonging to this content and linguistic phenomena related to them. 

The field that studies the vocabulary of a language is called lexicology. In fact, the 

word "lexis" (Greek: lexis - word, expression, lexikos - relating to the word) means 

the collection of words of the language or the vocabulary of the language. Although 

the word is accepted as a lexical unit, the lexical unit also includes stable compounds. 

Instead of lexicon, different layers of vocabulary are understood: medical lexicon, 

household lexicon, book lexicon, colloquial lexicon, poetic lexicon (as well as the 

lexicon of a certain creator). 

In English, the lexeme of tibbiyot is represented by the word medicine. Medicine is 

the science and practice of the diagnosis, prognosis, treatment, and prevention of 

disease. The word "medicine" is derived from Latin medicus, meaning a 
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physician1[Tibbiyot - bu kasallikning tashxisi, prognozi, davolash va oldini olish 

bo'yicha fan va amaliyot. "Tibbiyot" so‘zi lotincha medicus so‘zidan olingan bo‘lib, 

"shifokor" degan ma'noni anglatadi]. 

In order to study the explanations given about the medicine lexeme in the English 

language, we focus on the definitions given in the dictionaries of the English 

language. 

According to the famous "Oxford Advanced American Online Dictionary" of the 

English language the study and treatment of diseases and injuries2 [kasalliklar va 

bemorlarni o‘rganish va davolash]. 

"According to the annotation to the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & 

Thesaurus online” 1. medicine a substance, especially in the form of a liquid or a 

pill, that is a treatment for illness or injury: Take two spoonfuls of medicine at 

mealtimes. She knows a lot about herbal medicines [dori-darmon, ayniqsa suyuqlik 

yoki hap shaklida, kasallik yoki jarohatni davolovchi modda: Ovqatlanish vaqtida 

ikki qoshiq dori iching. U o‘simlik preparatlari haqida ko‘p narsalarni biladi], 2. the 

science dealing with the preserving of health and with preventing and treating 

disease or injury. [salomatlikni saqlash, kasallikning va davolash bilan 

shug'ullanadigan fan], 3. a substance taken into the body in treating an illness 

[kasallikni davolashda tanaga olinadigan modda], 4. the treatment of illness or 

injury, or the study of how illnesses and injuries are treated [kasallik yoki jarohatni 

davolash yoki kasallik va jarohatlar qanday davolashni o'rganish], 5. a drug that is 

used to treat illness or injury3 [kasallik yoki jarohatni davolash uchun ishlatiladigan 

dori]. 

  Another is given in the famous "Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 

Online" dictionary of the English people 1. medicine or drugs given to people who 

are ill 2. the treatment and study of illnesses and injuries4 [kasal kishilarga 

beriladigan dori yoki dori 2. kasallik va jarohatlarni davolash va o‘rganish]. 

Based on the definitions given to the lexeme medicine in the above explanatory 

dictionaries of the English language, it can be noted. This lexicon expresses such 

meanings as disease, treatment of patients, medicine, healing. 

One of the studies conducted on the comparative study of the medical lexicon of 

English with other languages is the book "Common Medical Terms and Phrases" 

 
1 Etymology: Latin: medicina, from ars medicina "the medical art", from medicus "physician". (Etym.Online Archived 

11 October 2007 at the Wayback Machine) Cf. mederi "to heal", etym. "know the best course for", from PIE base 

“med” to measure, limit. Cf. Greek medos "counsel, plan", Avestan vi-mad "physician" 
2 https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/american_english/medicine  
3 https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/medicine  
4 https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/medicine   

https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/medicine
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/ill
https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/american_english/medicine
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/medicine
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published by Indian researchers. This book contains about six thousand terms, more 

than a thousand of which are different. are disease names. English and Hindi 

versions of the terms given along with Su are given5. 

If we look at the scientific research on this field in English linguistics, in the book 

"Understanding the language of medicine" by the researcher Rosita Maglie “medical 

terms are studied first diachronically and then synchronically. The author 

researched the medical terms linguistically (lexically, semantically) and 

methodologically, and provided necessary information about the interaction of the 

doctor with patients and their families, scientific communication, and translators in 

the field of medicine in the oral medical discourse. In the written text analysis 

section, he revealed the types of medical texts and their special aspects6 [tibbiy 

atamalar avval diaxronik, keyin esa sinxron tarzda o‘rganiladi. Muallif tibbiy 

atamalarni lingvistik (leksik, semantik) va uslubiy jihatdan tadqiq qilib, og‘zaki 

tibbiy nutqda shifokorning bemorlar va ularning oila a’zolari bilan o‘zaro 

munosabati, ilmiy muloqoti, tibbiyot sohasidagi tarjimonlar haqida zarur 

ma’lumotlarni bergan. Yozma matn tahlili bo‘limida tibbiy matnlarning turlari va 

ularning alohida jihatlarini ochib bergan].  

In the book "The amazing language of medicine: understanding medical terms and 

their backstories" by researcher B. Robert  medicine is the most incomparable work 

on etymological research of English medical terms. In this book, the lexical, 

semantic, and stylistic analysis of medical terms and their interesting history are 

detailed. For example, the author writes about the words used in this field7[ bu ish 

ingliz tibbiyot atamalarini etimologik tadqiq qilish bo'yicha eng beqiyos ishlardan 

biridir. Ushbu kitobda tibbiy atamalarning leksik, semantik va stilistik tahlili va 

ularning qiziqarli tarixi batafsil yoritilgan. Masalan, muallif bu sohada qo‘llanilgan 

so‘zlar haqida ham ma’lumot bergan]. 

Today, it is important to provide information to the general public about the correct 

application and interpretation of the medical lexicon in our language, the scope of 

their use and related problems. It is desirable to study it in the form of a whole system 

- system-structure, because it has all the characteristics of lexical units related to the 

field. 

 

 

 
5 Akhil Krishna Panigrahi, Bijay Kumar. Common Medical Terms and Phrases. India, New Delhi. – 201 p. 
6 Rosita M. Understanding the language of medicine. – Aracne, 2009. – 164. 
7Taylor R. The amazing language of medicine: understanding medical terms and their backstories. – Springer 

International Publishing AG, 2017. – 249. 
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